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                	  Durable aluminum case
	Free choice of Plug
	End pieces of shock-absorbing SBS
	                                    Strap Holder
	Long-life source of light
	Screen with anti-blaze
	Oil proof cable 3G1.5 3G2.5, 2×1.5
	National standards’ plug/socket available
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                                        INVITATION TO COMBAT ENGINEER AND LOGISTICS

2024-02-05

Warsaw, Poland

March 12 - 14, 2024

booth 112


COMBAT ENGINEER AND LOGISTICS

VIKING Lighting®   hereby invites you to visit us during the 10th edition of the COMBAT ENGINEER AND LOGISTICS 2024 EVENT “The CEL 2024” (www.defenceleaders.com). 

We welcome you to booth No 112, where we will show the latest from VIKING Belysning. 

 The event takes place between March 12th and 14th, 2024, at EXPO XXI Centre, Pradzynskiego Str 12/14, Warsaw, Poland.

During CEL 2024, we will present VIKING Lighting®  workplace lighting that is combat-proven. 

The most important fact is that the lighting fixtures were developed in Sweden. 

Secondly, we have been manufacturing these for 20 years.

Based on user feedback, we have identified several areas where VIKING work lighting is ideal. These are, among others:


	 medical tents,
	 shelters for military personnel, 
	tents for storing equipment,
	 hangars, 
	service tents, 
	containers, 
	cooking trailers, and more. 


If these areas interest you, please visit us at booth No. 112. We kindly invite you to CEL 2024.

 
WHY DO YOU NEED TO BE AT THE FAIR? 

As you may know, military engineers and logisticians have been intertwined throughout the history of armed conflict. 

Firstly, they are increasingly critical to success in modern warfare. 

Secondly, at large-scale combat operations, where multitudes of forces play a significant role, collaboration between our engineers and logisticians is inevitable. 

Therefore, Combat Engineer and Logistics is the global platform for the two communities to meet. 

Moreover, the 10th edition of the CEL 2024  is an event to gather and share knowledge and discuss common problems. 

On top of that, you may explore potential solutions. 

That's why we encourage you to talk to the VIKING Lighting experts about your lighting challenges for extreme situations. 

This is why the lighting solution we will present in Warsaw is https://vikinglighting.com/sv/produkt/viking-lighting-med-batteribackup/. 

In addition, it is a perfect place to network with military peers, researchers, and industry experts. 




ABOUT THE FAIRS 

CEL 2024 will be the biggest iteration of the event to date. The reason behind this is that it returns to the vibrant city of Warsaw. Interestingly, this time we moved our meetings and exhibition to the impressive EXPO XXI fair https://expoxxi.pl/contact-us/?lang=en. 

On top of that, the Defense Leadership Team and their event partners prepared an enhanced program of focused briefings and panel sessions. 

In addition to the authoritative speaker, the faculty will address the most pressing topics facing us all now.

 Therefore, the discussion areas will include climate change, technological advances, and the impact of NATO's new force on engineers and logisticians. 


AUDIENCE

Attendees at the event will include senior military personnel, government representatives, program managers, and capabilities and requirements teams. 

Moreover, we also expect many front-line commanders, engineers, and scientists. 

In addition, the event will be a catalyst for stimulating meaningful discussions, creating partnerships, and promoting international cooperation.

 At the same time, it strives for improved combat technical capabilities and logistical excellence. 

Concluding, we invite you to visit us at CEL 2024!


See you in Warsaw!
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                                        FLORIAN 2023

2023-09-29

 
Dresden, Germany

October 12 - 14, 2023

Hall 1 booth D-2

 

FLORIAN 2023

VIKING LIGHTING will join FLORIAN 2023—the unique trade fair of the year in Germany—to present the latest innovations, technologies, and concepts in firefighting, rescue, fire protection, and civil defense. The event provides the best opportunity to obtain information directly from professionals.

VIKING LIGHTING will be at the INHAG-ZELTE stand http://www.inhag-zelte.de Hall No. 1 booth D-2.

 

Lighting sets for firefighters.

We recommend VIKING LIGHTING equipment, which one can define as outdoor floodlights.

Also, firefighters and rescuers can use our lighting solutions in tents and shelters. For Florian 2023, we brought LED lighting at IP54. This particular VIKING type has the following technical parameters:
	Tent light with 2×36 W
	220V
	Fluorescent lamps
	Corresponds to a 500 W bulb
	Protection class IP 54 or IP 67
	5m supply line with Schuko plug
	Aluminum housing with additional socket


In addition, for more information on this product, you may find the link https://vikinglighting.com/en/produkt/viking-2x36w/

Viking LIGHTING is often used by firefighters at accident scenes. Primarily, firefighters need compact equipment that can be transported in a van or truck. Therefore, most of our 'miniature' lamps are only 280 mm long. In addition, lighting can be used together with circular saws, which can be connected directly to the lamp socket.

Secondly, Viking LIGHTING works in crisis events because it provides glare-free light. It has a lightweight aluminum housing with SBS side covers and is resistant to moisture, water splashes, impacts, damage, and vibrations.

German sales agent

On availability in Germany, please see the link https://www.inhag-zelte.de/en/tent-lighting-surrounding-area-lighting/

About the fairs

For information about the Florian Fairs, please see more: https://www.messe-florian.de/
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Lighting For Emergency Services 

Please learn our latest solutions for portable lighting devices in harsh environments. As you know, numerous rescue teams from various countries have used VIKING LIGHTING lighting during natural disasters. Rescuers on several continents, including Europe, used our equipment in operations in Sweden, Germany, France, Armenia, and Japan.

Summing up, we must admit that natural disasters such as earthquakes, building collapses, strong winds, and snowstorms have tested VIKING LIGHTING.

VIKING LIGHTING has a long history of using lighting by Swedish emergency services: https://www.msb.se/en/operations/international-operations/
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                                        RETTmobil 2023

2023-03-23

Fulda, Germany 

booth C-919

 May 10-12, 2023 


 RETTmobil

RETTmobil 2023 is a very popular international rescue show among paramedics and rescuers.

It is worth mentioning that the first fair was held in 2001. 

So, more than twenty years have passed since the fair in Fulda developed into a fully-fledged rescue fair.

Firstly, over the years, the cells hosted more than 500 exhibitors and 30,000 visitors from Germany and other countries. 

Secondly, RETTmobil's success comes from focusing on particular equipment, including vehicles and modern techniques. 

Also, you may find the newest protective and hygienic equipment, including clothing, there. 

The fair addresses the needs of the fire brigades, rescue, fire protection, and civil defense forces.

Therefore, if you are in Fulda, you would have the unique opportunity to obtain information directly from professionals. 

In conclusion, we emphasize that professionals believe the RETTmobil is almost obligatory for everyone involved in rescue.




VIKING Lighting in Fulda 

The VIKING LIGHTING's booth is C919 at the RettMobil, the international rescue show.

Address: Paul-Klee-Strasse 74, 36041 Fulda, Germany 

Dates: May 10-12, 2023 

So, we invite you to get acquainted with our latest VIKING LIGHTING system, which will be presented in Fulda.

https://www.rettmobil-international.com/en/exhibitors/list-of-exhibitors/




Combat proven lighting 

Summarizing, we recommend VIKING lighting because it is 'combat proven'. 

Therefore, we can say so because it has been used in real-life situations on low ground, strong winds, and snowstorms.

 It is known and operated by many dependent services and civil defense that use it in situations. 

Although users come from different countries on several continents, it is most commonly used in natural disasters in Sweden, Germany, Japan, and France.

In addition, the area of the construction events was illuminated. For example, the structure collapsed, and similar disasters occurred where intervention of auxiliary services was necessary. 

Due to its efficiency, we recommend VIKING Lighting L220 LED with battery backup for use by the rescuers. 

This is because it is especially useful for field applications and medical tents. 

https://vikinglighting.com/pl/produkt/viking-with-battery-backup/ 

[image: VIKING in medical tent]




VIKING in the medical tent

 
See you at RETTmobil 2023 in Fulda!
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    Tent lighting 5600 lm Unischuko IP68

            
            Art. No            L230023265311/C        
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    L212 LED 24V AC/DC SELV

            
            Art. No            L212024235000/C        
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    LED LIGHTING WHITE RGB IP54

            
            Art. No            L22012320510 A/C         
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    Viking Lighting with a motion sensor

            
            Art. No            L230323205100        
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    Metal rack for VIKING LIGHTING

            
            Art. No            306865        
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    VIKING LIGHTING with battery backup

            
            Art. No            L220023805100/C        
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    VIKING LIGHTING L226 IP65

            
            Art. No            V226023266310/A        
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    Universal holder

            
            Art. No            203865/A        
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    Mounting straps L=800mm

            
            Art. No            106865/A        
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    VIKING LIGHTING HIGH POWER L500

            
            Art. No            L500023205000/D        
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TEKNOPROD AB

Eldarvägen 1

SE-187 75 TÄBY

SWEDEN



		

			Manufacturer:

TEKNOPROD AB

Eldarvägen 1

SE-187 75 TÄBY

SWEDEN
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info@teknoprod.se

 



		

			 

 

Call us now!

Tel: +46 8 445 11 50
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